SWAROVSKI
™
CRYSTALPIXIE
®

PURE MAGIC AT YOUR FINGERTIPS;
BRINGING UNMATCHED BRILLIANCE
TO YOUR MANICURES!

SWAROVSKI® CRYSTALPIXIE™

Crystalpixie Petite – hundreds of tiny crystals

that create a mesmerizing effect that is like fingers
dipped in stardust. Some of the crystals are cut and
some are round; creating an effect that is always one of
extraordinary three-dimensional radiance.
Available in 5 & 10 gram bottles.

Cute Mood
Clear & translucent to add
a crystallized sparkle over
any color

Candy Land
Dreamy & romantic
with pastels & muted
iridescent tones.

Rock Shock
Deep silver crystal
takes an edgy, bold
approach

Comic Pop
Vibrant and fun with a playful
nod to 80’s excess

Fruity Orange
Hyacinth will brighten
any day.

Starry Night
Gothic sophistication
through femme fatale hues.

Deluxe Rush
Golden, pink and shocking
blue crystals electrify your look
with deluxe shimmer.

Ocean Dreams
Cool it down with
Bermuda Blue.

Classy Sassy
Monochrome elegance
and pared back simplicity

Exotic East
Elegance of the Orient with
the West’s high-octane glam.

Loves Passion
Opulent Ruby with all the
sensuous heat of the tropics.

Jungle Green
Emerald creates a lush,
dew-sparkled appearance.

Sunshine Kiss
Shine like a golden
summer day.

Easy Display Boxes

(comes empty so you can create
your own display.)

Crystalpixie™ Edge – thousands of loose crystals that glitter with
a super-sharp bi-cone cut resulting in an unconventional and brilliantly
eye-catching glam-punk look. Wear alone or mix ‘n’ match with the
finer, smoother stones of Crystalpixie™ Petite for a myriad of designs that
celebrate the spirit of individuality. Available in 10, on-trend colors.
Available in 5 gram bottles.

White Ballet
Pale yet interesting,
rather than stark.

Sahara Blue
Conjures the mysterious.

Blossom Purple
Sings with the warmth,
optimism and romance of
spring flowers.

Tropic Seafoam
Glistens like the waves of a
tropical turquoise ocean.

Heart’s Desire
Enflames the inner scarlet
woman into a blazing passion.

Cute Mood
Creates a fun, girly-pop mood
with a touch of eccentricity.

Rebel Spirit
Lives up to its name with an
insurgence of silver-struck
black and blue.

Electric Touch
Classic monochrome
black and white.

Punk Candy
Delicate candy-colored
crystals with a golden overlay.

Rock Shock
Deep metallic tones with
touches of bright gold.

Easy Display Boxes

SWAROVSKI® CRYSTALPIXIE™

Crystalpixie Bubble – Swarovski is thrilled to introduce Crystalpixie Bubble,

a sparkling revolution for the nail art palette that takes its inspiration from Swarovski
Crystal Galuchat. Leading the trend for glossy textures, it’s made from uncut crystal balls
in three sizes that, when clustered together, create an innovative 3D bubbly effect.
Each Crystalpixie Bubble color will transform the appearance of any base lacquer.
Bubble will also combine brilliantly with Petite and Edge to create a vast array of
entirely new styles. Look out for its special faceted bottle topped with a crystal bubble
cap—inside is a bubbly 5g shot of pure sparkle,
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To learn more about Crystalpixie
application visit:
Youtube.com/CreateYourStyleTV
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BUBBLE

MIDNIGHT DREAM 5gr.

BUBBLE

CIT Y CHIC 5gr.

Urban Kiss
A modern “Millennial”
twist on flattering
pink, this traditionally
feminine color steers
away from bubblegum
romance toward a
bolder and more
sophisticated treatment.

NAIL ART

Feeling Wild
In a revival of the
American prairie trend,
Feeling Wild mixes old
world romance with
bohemian freedom.
Dramatic deep indigo
hues add an eclectic
Western feel.
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Easy Display Box

Midnight Dream
Midnight Dream recalls
the drama and dark
glamour of flamenco.
Shady metallic
effects bring out its
flamboyance and
sensuality.

NAIL ART
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City Chic
Boasting contemporary
street-style elegance,
City Chic riffs on
gleaming shades
of silver and gray
and encourages the
casual flow between
daywear, athleisure
and eveningwear.

BUBBLE

Street Star
Street Star mixes
authentic sportswear
and street style with a
festival look, referencing
80s neon graphics,
iridescence, and dark
intergalactic shades.

NAIL ART
STREET STAR 5gr.

NAIL ART
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NAIL ART

FUTURE FANTASY 5gr.

Future Fantasy
Blasted with neon,
iridescence and
holographic silver
accents as well as tiny
pearls, Future Fantasy
plays with a retrofuturist sci-fi look.

BUBBLE

CUSTOMER
LOGO
Available
in 5 gram
bottles.
CUSTOMER LOGO CUSTOMER LOGO CUSTOMER LOGO CUSTOMER LOGO CUSTOMER LOGO
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